Minneapolis architect Rosemary McMonigal has experience designing homes for people with special needs. An emphasis on “healthy living” is, after all, one of the tenets of her firm, McMonigal Architects. But the variety of concerns Minneapolis residents Barb and Hans Gasterland brought to her were downright daunting. They wanted something not too big (about 2,100 square feet of finished space on three levels) in the farmhouse vernacular (a nod to Barb’s rural Wisconsin roots) that could accommodate the couple’s 17-inch height difference and Barb’s health issues. She uses a wheelchair periodically due to a degenerative joint disease and suffers from chemical sensitivities.

“Barb said her goal was to have a place to live that would ‘cheer, shelter, and give strength to body and soul,’” says McMonigal. “That was her No. 1 request.”

For nearly two years, every material speced for the house was tested to determine Barb’s reaction—among them the solid-maple flooring used throughout the house, the laminate countertops, and the cabinets, which are maple veneer over formaldehyde-free composite panels.

Health concerns permeated every aspect of the home, but their greatest impact was in the kitchen. To start, the 12-foot-by-13-foot space was left open in the center to accommodate a wheelchair’s turning radius. Counterpoint heights were dictated by the couple’s particular kitchen roles. She’s more of the cook, so the stovetop and peninsula’s prep areas are 30 inches high. He’s more of the dishwasher, so the sink’s countertop is 36 inches high. A set of steps pulls out from below the sink to give her standing access to that area, too. Should she move into a wheelchair full time, those under-sink cabinets are easy to remove.

Other accessible features in the kitchen include outlets, light switches, and appliance controls mounted on cabinet faces; an easy-to-reach appliance garage above the equally easy-to-reach oven; and roll-under space for a wheelchair at the peninsula, which faces the dining and living rooms.

Even something as straightforward as windows, positioned on opposite walls for cross-ventilation, were tricky given the couple’s height difference. “They really wanted double-hungs, but that was a challenge because of the horizontal divide,” says McMonigal. The windows had to be placed just right, she adds, so Barb could see out from below and Hans could look out from above.

*project continued on page 32*
There's room in the light-filled kitchen and under the curved peninsula to accommodate Barb Gasterland's wheelchair when she needs it.

**architect:** Rosemary McMonigal, AIA, McMonigal Architects, Minneapolis

**builder:** Luloff Inc., Minnetonka, Minn.

**resources:** bathroom plumbing fittings: American Standard, Delta, and Kohler; bathroom plumbing fixtures: Aquatic, Kohler, and Porcher; cooktop: Thermador; countertops: Nevamar and Wilsonart; kitchen plumbing fittings: American Standard; kitchen plumbing fixtures: Elkay; oven: KitchenAid; paints: Basic, Crystal Shield, Miller, and Zinsser; windows: Pella
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The sink in the Gasterlands' half bath, located on the first floor, is a good example of the design touches McMonigal used throughout the house. It's a standard Kohler sink, fitted into the apron of the laminated countertop. "When you think 'accessible,' you often envision the kind of wall-hung sink you'd see in an office building," the architect says. "But here we were looking for something that would read as residential when you're in the space, but still provide accessibility."

That guiding principle—accessible but not institutional—led McMonigal to choose brushed-nickel grab bars that double as towel bars. They're slightly smaller in diameter than most grab bars, which disguises their accessible application and fits Barb's small grip.

Other materials, used here and in the second-floor hall bath that serves the upstairs bedrooms, don't telegraph their universal utility. Both floors are commercial-grade, solid-body tile; the fixtures are standard-issue; and the hall bath's backsplash and roll-in shower are ceramic tile. Only the handheld shower bar in the upstairs bath gives a hint of any special need. It's longer than a conventional bar to span the couple's height difference.

Cross-ventilation is crucial for mitigating Barb's chemical sensitivities, so the upstairs bath also features wide-open expanses of double-hung windows. "The corner windows look into [the Gasterlands'] backyard, so there's a very private feeling," says McMonigal. "They bring in lots of light, even between the sinks, which is something Barb and Hans really wanted." – kathleen stanley